How Do You Know When You've
Chosen the Right Information System?
Look for product development principles focused on your biggest needs. Digitech Systems products
are easy to use to shorten your adoption curve, architecturally flexible to integrate easily into
your processes, and full of the features and functionality you need to securely manage your business
information. All wrapped within a structure that offers a sensible balance between price and performance.

Why do you need the Big Four?
80%

80% of features in the
average software product
are never used

22%

-Forbes, 2019

Fewer than a quarter of
employees in the U.S. feel
their workplace technology
is more user-friendly than
their personal technology

82% of organizations see the
rising volume of information
as a significant problem. 73%
are also concerned about the
explosion of information.

82%

-Forbes, 2019

-AIIM, 2019

How do the Big Four help you manage information?
Ease of Use
We turn the complexity of ECM into a friendly user interface, so
when you sit down with our products, you won’t have a gigantic
learning curve.

“It shouldn’t have to be so hard,
it shouldn’t have to cost so much”
-Scott Matthews, Founder,
Digitech Systems

Architectural Flexibility
Our products can easily integrate with virtually any line-of-business (LOB)
application and can scale to accommodate any amount of data and any
number of users.

“The PaperVision® product suite added to how
we run our business processes, making things
smoother, quicker, and allowing secure access
to information whenever we need it”
-Nye Horner,
Amherst Label

Feature Functionality
Solve any problem and achieve any goal; our entire product suite is at
your fingertips and can be customized to your unique situation.

“Digitech Systems offered the only comprehensive
Enterprise Content Management solution that
would allow us to go paperless at a fair price point”
-Stefanie Evans
GPC Contracting

Price Performance
We are passionate about what we do, and we believe you should receive
quality, high-performing products and services at fair prices.

“PaperVision® lets customers
pay for what they need now and add
functionality as their needs evolve”
-Jamie Bsales
Buyers Laboratory

Don’t compromise when it comes to managing your business information!
Choose Any Document, Anywhere, Anytime® today.
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